Regulatory - Real Estate Lawyer
16/11/2020

Company description:

# Leading Belgium Full-Service Law Firm
# Renowned Expertise
# International Focus
# Dynamic & Innovative Environment

About my client
My client is a premium Belgian independent law firm, with a renowned Regulatory & Real Estate
department. The Real Estate team has a longstanding and proven expertise nd in-dept knowhow
of the real estate sector. By combining this eminent expertise with a dynamic and proactive
approach, they have managed to become an authority in this area of law. Besides ambition and
drive, my client highly value dialogue and transparency, offering a unique and stimulating work
environment. My client nurtures legal talent and encourages professional and personal growth.

Function

# Public Law related Estate Cases
# Environment Law Development
# PPP/PPI
# Complex Real Estate Transactions
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Your responsibilities
As a Public Law Associate, you will cooperate closely with the Partners on highly challenging
cases providing services to all levels of government as well as companies and private clients
dealing with government. As member of the team, you will assist in public law related real estate
issues (town planning and zoning rules, building and allotment permits, soil issues, expropriation
and public domain issues). Besides that, the team assists in complex real-estate transactions and
(re-)structuring (divestitures, sale-and-leaseback, PPP and development contracts). Furthermore,
you will handle soil clean-up issues, waste disposal and nuisance issues, as well as the
legislation in these areas. Your practice area has both a national as international dimension
providing you with the opportunity to work for a varied and prominent clientele. Autonomy and a
continuous focus on providing the highest quality goes hand in hand with effective teamwork in
order to offer the client expert guidance and personal advice.

Searched profile

# Belgian Law Degree
# Specialised Degree
# 3 to 5 Years Of Experience
# Dutch + English

Your profile
You have obtained a Belgian Law degree and an excellent academic record.
You have a specialised degree (ManaMa, LL.M., post-graduate degree).
You have 3 to 5 year of relevant experience.
You have a native level of Dutch with an excellent command of English and (preferably) a
good command of French.
You are eager to work in a dynamic and stimulating atmosphere among a highly qualified
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team with an open-door policy.
You have excellent professional and interpersonal skills.
You are ambitious and have a dynamic hands-on approach.
You are eager to join a renowned business law firm that stands for innovation and
encourages both your professional and personal growth.

Contact
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Ségolène Geeraert
Talent Solution Finder Legal
0032 485.66.63.02
E-mail: segolenegeeraert@steve.fit
www.steve.fit
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